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More people  
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Chair’s Report

What a huge year for Walking SA, promoting walking for both recreation and transport 
and getting more people walking more often. We’ve been fortunate to have passionate 
Board members, both old and new, and I’m so proud of the work that the Executive 
Officer and Walking SA Board have done this year.

Many thanks go to our supporters, member 
organisations and businesses, volunteers, sponsors 
and the many people who have attended our events.

The continued growth of our key events, such as 
the start of bushwalking season, has enabled us to 
collaborate and promote a wide range of businesses 
that support our walkers and to establish new 
partnerships such as with Caravan and Camping 
Industries Association of SA.

Our fantastic website has again supported the 
community to find walks and housed all of our 
announcements, new positions and news stories. It 
has positioned us as the lead organisation in walking 
in South Australia.

Our highlights are numerous for this year and include:

		Strategic work being completed through our 
subcommittees:

	 		Walking for Recreation
	 		Walking for Transport
	 		Fundraising

		Our Hiking Expo event at Belair National Park for 
the Opening of the Bushwalking Season attracted 
1,500 to 2,000 visitors

		Walking SA volunteers at our trade stand at the 
Caravan and Camping Sale Show interacting with 
hundreds of visitors promoting our walks

		The support of the Office for Recreation, Sport 
and Racing with the ongoing grant of the 
Sustainability Funding and also the grant funding 
of the “Walking More Often” project which covers 
our activities and events through Walktober 2018 
and the 2019 Hiking Expo and Opening of the 
Bushwalking Season

		Adelaide100 trail development ramped up with 
9 of the 15 land management authorities being 
approached so far to support the installation of 
full signage and the distribution of electronic route 
files and printed maps

		Our regular newsletter now going out to 
4,800 subscribers

		Our social media following across three networks 
grows to almost 14,000 followers

		Media exposure on 
radio, TV and online 
news through:

	 		combined media 
releases with the 
Heart Foundation

	 		new data 
analysis around 
pedestrian 
crashes

		Advocacy around 
pedestrian safety and lower speeds in the 
city results in City of Adelaide announcing the 
development of a detailed walking strategy

		Attendance and presentations at the Australia 
Walking and Cycling conference

		12 people and organisations recognised at the 
Walking Awards (October 2018)

		Individual supporter growth to almost 200 people

		Website development with over 600 walks detailed 
and available free of charge

		Walking SA advocating to government including 
meetings with Ministers and MPs.

		Working with key organisations to develop trails, 
improve and maintain existing trails

		Signing the Walk21 International Charter for 
Walking with Dr Rodney Tolley

We look forward to building on this work and 
continuing to influence and bring positive change to 
South Australia.

I would like to make a special mention and thank 
our Executive Officer Greg Boundy who has led and 
coordinated a lot of this work. Greg is leaving us to 
enjoy his retirement and do a lot more walking. Thank 
you also to my co-chair Jeremy Carter who leads our 
marketing and communications work and brings a 
myriad of skills to our Board.

Happy walking for the year ahead!

Tuesday Udell 
Co-chair of Walking SA

Our fantastic website has again supported 
the community to find walks and housed all 
of our announcements, new positions and 

news stories. It has positioned us as the lead 
organisation in walking in South Australia.
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Key Partners 
Member Walking Clubs

Our Members

Walking SA’s members include over fifteen active walking clubs with over 
2,000 individual walkers, key walking and trail organisations, businesses 
and local councils as well as almost 200 individual supporters and growing. 

In 2018/19 Walking SA:

		Maintained all our valued walking club members

		Increased the number of organisation members to 38

		Increased individual supporters to almost 200 people

Organisation / Business Members

StakeholdersFunding Partner

In 2018/19 we increased 
individual supporters to 

almost 200 people
We know you love walking and we need your 
support to help us achieve our vision of seeing 
“more people walking more often”.
If you’re able to, please support our work for 
as little as $22 per year.

Become a Supporter: walkingsa.org.au/join
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Our Board

Our volunteer Board has made a great contribution to the further development of 
Walking SA under the leadership of Tuesday Udell, whose contribution is particularly 
acknowledged in her role as Chair of Walking SA. The consolidation of the Walking SA 
Sub-Committees, Walking for Transport (led by Tuesday Udell) and Walking for Recreation 
(led by Jim McLean) and the significant work they have both done is greatly appreciated.

Walking SA acknowledges and expresses our 
appreciation for the significant contribution of the 
following Board members who will not be continuing 
beyond their current term: Ian Budenberg and 
Nola Bellenger.

The primary role of the Board is to ensure good 
corporate governance and to establish the strategic 
direction of Walking SA. The Board is responsible 
for financial reporting and determining that the 
accounting policies used are appropriate to meet 
the requirements of the relevant State reporting 

agencies and are appropriate to meet the needs of 
our members. 

The Board consists of volunteers and is comprised 
of highly committed members who possess diverse 
backgrounds bringing a range of skills including 
business management, community engagement, 
finance, policy, research, marketing, IT, trail design 
and maintenance. During the year the Board met 
regularly in accordance with the Constitution to 
maintain oversight of activities, including high levels of 
financial control.

Board Members

Melissa Bailey
Melissa joined the Board in October 2018. 
As an urban planner, Melissa is passionate 
about enabling more people to walk as a 
form of transport by creating environments 
that allow people to live healthy and connected lives. 
Recognised for her knowledge of public health and 
planning and her lectures on the topic at the University 
of South Australia, Melissa is also chair of the SA Active 
Living Coalition, a group of professionals which advocates 
for open space and active travel. Joining the Walking SA 
Board in November 2018, Melissa is a welcome addition 
to further build our work in the walking for health field. As 
a parent she has loved taking her children away from their 
screens and into the bush to connect them with nature.

Jim McLean
Jim joined the Board in October 2014 
with a special interest in walking location 
opportunities including trails. He collects and 
collates updates, from various sources, on 
walker numbers and access issues and has assisted on 
behalf of Walking SA to resolve issues where appropriate.

He is the designer, and along with Walking SA the 
developer, of the Adelaide100, a long distance loop trail 
of over 100km taking in the coast, the waterways and the 
Adelaide Hills.

He has designed and led short walks for Walking SA’s Trails 
Less Travelled and the April Hiking Expo.

He is keen to foster relationships with Walking SA affiliated 
members, having served on the Council of the Friends of 
the Heysen Trail and the Warren Bonython Heysen Trail 
Foundation.

Ian Radbone
Ian joined the Board in 2017, broadening 
our perspective on walking for health and 
transport. With a background in transport 
research, public sector management and 
planning at the University of South Australia and in all 
three levels of government, he has a wealth of experience 
in transport planning, advocacy and policy development. 
He is a keen cyclist, and is a past Chair of the Bicycle 
Institute SA, which advocates for a safe and pleasant 
environment for transport cyclists in South Australia. He is 
also a former president of the SA divisions of the Planning 
Institute of Australia and the Australian Institute of Urban 
Studies.

Di Lind
Di is an enthusiastic bushwalker who joined 
the Board in October 2016. Being actively 
involved in ARPA Bushwalkers, Skyline 
Walkers and St Agnes Bushwalkers she brings 
a wealth of experience and enthusiasm to the Board and 
Walking for Recreation sub-committee.

Nola Bellenger
Nola is a welcome addition to the Board in 
October 2017, with over 10 years experience 
in the weight loss and fitness industry 
along with a degree in Recreation Planning 
and Management. She is an active trail walker and is 
passionate about encouraging more people to walk, 
not just for physical activity but for the wonderful social 
and wellbeing aspects that go hand in hand with this 
connection to the great outdoors.

Having contributed and served on our Board over the past 
two years, Nola is retiring from the Board in October 2019. 
Walking SA acknowledges and expresses our appreciation for 
the significant contribution Nola has made over the past two 
years of service.

Ben Trewren
Ben joined the Board in October 2017 and 
has a great passion for the outdoors as 
demonstrated by his work in bushwalking 
leadership with at-risk youth in Operation 
Flinders. Currently the Experiential Learning Manager at 
a new school design, Youth Inc., he is also a committee 
member on the Recreation SA Outdoors Committee, 
where he provides an excited determination to improve 
bushwalking experiences for all in South Australia.

Ben was awarded the 2018 Terry Lavender Churchill 
Fellowship to explore opportunities for trail destinations to 
attract and grow world class ‘shared-use’ interests. When 
not hiking trails, he is regularly found pedalling on his 
mountain bike or paddling in his kayak. Ben has a wealth 
of hiking experience, with his recent solo completion of 
the Larapinta Trail one of his most memorable adventures. 
Ben joins the Board with an ambition to engage more 
young people in the outdoors and because of this, he is a 
valuable addition to the Board.

Rod Quintrell
We welcomed Rod to the Board in October 
2018. As a board member of South 
Australia’s leading bushwalking training body, 
Bushwalking Leadership SA, and a member 
of Outdoors SA, Rod’s experience and qualifications in the 
fields of mental health and outdoor recreation/tourism 
broadens our perspective. Employed within a large 
South Australian outdoor education provider in business 
development and corporate training his skills and contacts 
will see the continued growth of Walking SA and our 
promotion of bushwalking.

Bill Gehling
Bill has been involved with Walking SA since 
its inception, as the founding President of 
Walking SA. Also involved in the leadership of 
Bushwalking Australia, and skilled in drafting 
policies, he brings valuable experience and perspective to 
the Board and the Walking for Transport sub-committee.

Tuesday Udell 
Co-Chair
Tuesday joined the Board in October 2017, 
bringing her perspective on walking for health 
and transport. As Senior Policy Advisor with 
the Heart Foundation, she has a strong history of advocacy 
and creating healthy liveable neighbourhoods. With her 
experience in working with state and local government, 
policy development and strategic planning, she 
strengthens the position and advocacy work of Walking SA.

In November 2018 Tuesday took on the role of Chair and 
is excited to progress Walking SA’s Strategic Plan and to 
further increase our profile to better advocate for walking 
outcomes in South Australia.

Jeremy Carter 
Co-Chair
As a prolific and accomplished hiker with 
over 16 years professional experience in web 
development, graphic design and marketing 
Jeremy has merged his passions. Among his many 
accomplishments are the design and maintenance of both 
the Walking SA and Friends of the Heysen Trail websites 
providing strategy, marketing, newsletters and equipping 
hikers with online planning tools. Walking SA is the latest 
beneficiary of Jeremy’s invaluable skills.

Ian Budenberg 
Treasurer
Ian brings a wealth of experience in managing 
medium sized business in Adelaide with an 
understanding of accounting and the use 
of accounting to make better business decisions. He also 
has experience as a Board member of the Cancer Care 
Centre and is familiar with the not-for-profit sector. With 
four now-adult children who have all passed through the 
Scouting movement, he is a regular bushwalker around his 
Adelaide Hills home and on family holidays.

Having contributed and served on our Board since 2013, 
Ian is retiring from the Board in October 2019. Walking 
SA acknowledges and expresses our appreciation for the 
significant contribution Ian has made over the past six years 
of service.

Anna Haygreen
Anna joined the Board in October 2018. 
With a background in environmental work 
and significant experience in working for two 
Melbourne local councils as a Sustainable 
Transport Officer, her appointment will strengthen our 
perspective on walking for transport. Her experience in 
developing walking projects, with community engagement 
and project management complements her passion for 
promoting all forms of walking. She is an avid bushwalker.
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Executive Officer’s Report

Walking SA has continued to develop 
and build upon the strong foundation 
established over recent years.

The establishment of 
sub committees Walking 
for Recreation; Walking 
for Transport and a 
project committee 
for fundraising has 
further developed and 
resulted in a very active 
output and a higher 
level of consultation 
and advocacy on behalf 
of all walkers. This has been through the very active 
involvement of Board members.

The increase in the number of organisation members 
to over 35 demonstrates an increased engagement 
with the greater walking community and beyond.

The magnificent work undertaken by Jeremy Carter 
in further developing the Walking SA website, as is 
evidenced by everyone that visits it, and the growth of 
social media is extraordinary.

The support of the Office for Recreation, Sport and 
Racing for the ongoing grant of the Sustainability 
Funding and also the grant funding of the “Walking 
More Often” project that covers our activities and 
events through Walktober 2018 and the 2019 Hiking 
Expo and Opening of the Bushwalking Season.

Jim McLean’s passion for the Adelaide100 is 
unwavering despite the challenges of the multitude of 
organisations he needs to work with.

A big thank you to Stuart Livingstone and the Caravan 
and Camping Industries Association of SA for coming 
on board as a sponsor at the Hiking Expo.

As I am retiring at the end of October I would like 
to express my appreciation to all in the walking 
community for your support during my time at 
Walking SA. I would like to particularly acknowledge 
the Walking SA Board members, Tuesday Udell 
as Chair, Wendy Keech as the past Chair for their 
leadership and engagement and in particular Jeremy 
Carter with whom I have worked closely, for the 
support and collaboration over the last four years.

Greg Boundy 
Executive Officer

Treasurer’s Report

The Board of Walking SA reports a 
small deficit of $2,279 for the 2018/19 
financial year.

This continues the 
trend of gradual 
financial performance 
improvement over 
the last three years as 
we have been able to 
generate more income 
from Walking SA events. 
Nonetheless, our 
cash at year end has 
decreased over the last 
five years from around $66,000 in 2014 to $44,244 
in 2019 and we have not yet reached the point of 
long-term financial sustainability. In recognising 
this, the Board established a small working group to 
investigate income-generating ideas, some of which 
have been accepted by the Board during the year and 
will hopefully bring improved results in the next year.  
The Board believes there are exciting opportunities 
to increase our Memberships revenue and also from 
commercial sponsorships and partnerships.

We are pleased to present to our members the 
audited accounts on page 24 and the Boards 
annual statement on page page 28. We believe 
we are paying a fair salary for the services of our 
Executive Officer and an examination of the accounts 
will verify that our overheads are modest.  The 
many hours of volunteer time given by members 
of the Board help keep the costs of Walking SA to a 
minimum for the positive impact we believe we’re 
having on walking in South Australia.

The Board is again pleased to present a clear audit 
report on page page 26 and we would like to thank 
Mr Peter Hall for his skill and expertise as a Registered 
Company Auditor offered for free to us.  We hope 
that Mr Hall will be kind enough to offer his services 
next year.

Ian Budenberg 
Treasurer

The Board established a small working group 
to investigate income-generating ideas, some 

of which have been accepted and will hopefully 
bring improved results in the next year. 
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Committee Reports

Two key strategic sub-committees provide focus to our key areas, direct our energies 
productively and informing and equipping the Board in their decision making.

Walking for Recreation Committee

The Walking for Recreation Committee consists of:

		Jim McLean

		Nola Bellenger

		Ben Trewen

		Jeremy Carter

		Di Lind

		Greg Boundy

In the second year of Walking SA’s committee 
structure, the Walking for Recreation Committee 
has addressed a constant stream of issues and 
taken a range of initiatives for recreational walking 
in South Australia. Again our sharing of roles and 
responsibilities enabled business to be efficiently and 
effectively achieved.

Di Lind, actively participating in four walking clubs, 
provided opportunities for Walking SA to advocate 
in the current debate on walker participation on SA 
Water land and to address walker issues in other 
favoured localities. She represents Walking SA on 
the Walking Trails Support Group. She has taken on 
the duty of regularly checking the SA Government 
Gazettes for notice of proposed sale of public land 

which may be of value for 
walkers. She is investigating 
how we might fund First Aid 
Courses for walkers and 
walking clubs.

Ben Trewen (along with Greg 
Boundy) has negotiated 
with the Department for Environment and Water to 
develop a shared use position and policy. It has been 
a big year for Ben as he got well stuck into the work 
for the Churchill Fellowship that he won last year. 
He was away for some time collecting walking data 
and experiences from all over the world and is now 
back making presentations and report writing for the 
benefit of all.

I as always have been plugging away at the 
Adelaide100 which is going “gang-busters” at the 
moment. Walking SA is currently in negotiations to 
sign the route in six jurisdictions and others are on 
the way. A Norton Summit Trails map which includes 

the Adelaide100 at Norton Summit, has been made 
and is about to become available via the Scenic 
Hotel at Norton Summit. We supported, with a letter 
to Minister Spiers, the opponents of the proposed 
development in Flinders Chase on Kangaroo Island. 
I was the conduit for two Rail Trail proposals, the 
Pioneer Women’s Trail bridge saga and the response 
to the reaction of the traditional owners to the sad 
deaths of two climbers in the Northern Flinders.

As a member on the Council of the Friends of the 
Heysen Trail, Greg Boundy highlighted in particular a 
moving presentation to the Council by our indigenous 
friends. He reported on the relationships between 
Recreation SA, the Office for Recreation, Sport and 
Racing, Bike SA, Horse SA, Walking SA and others. As 
a member of the Trails Advisory Group he was able to 
articulate current difficulties and speculate on future 
developments.

Jeremy Carter continued wonderful work promoting, 
marketing and enabling on our behalf via the 
Walking SA website and regular on-line newsletters. 
He yet again was the key mover and organiser in 
Walking SA’s annual signature big events. Trails Less 
Travelled and the Hiking Expo both attracted big 
numbers of walkers once again. He took the lion’s 
share of responsibility for Walking SA’s successful 
participation in the Caravan and Camping Show at the 
Wayville Showground. He made the excellent map of 
the Norton Summit Trails network.

Nola Bellenger collates, presents and shares walker 
statistics collected from electronic recording devices 
and visitor books. Her spreadsheets and graphs have 
had a powerful impact when lobbying key groups for 
walking. She reported a number of new Trakers had 
been installed, three by the Friends of the Heysen 
Trail, so we will get an even more comprehensive 
picture of participation in recreational walking in SA.

Rod Quintrell kept us up to date with the Australian 
Adventure Activity Standards and guided us in 
discussion when developing our position. Rod 
enlightened us to the opportunities provided by 
Bushwalking Leadership SA particularly the Basic 
Leadership Certificate which could be particularly 
useful to members of walking clubs. He made 
us aware of the opportunities that Outdoors SA 
could provide such as the successful rock climbing 
wall at the Hiking Expo, and the Bushwalking 
Leadership Course.

On volume, scope and success it has been a very 
productive year. We will have equally important 
and valuable items on the agenda into the 
foreseeable future.

Jim McLean 
Convenor, Walking for Recreation Committee

On volume, scope and success it has been 
a very productive year. We will have equally 

important and valuable items on the agenda 
into the foreseeable future.
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Walking Strategy

In March Walking SA were a supporter of an Executive 
Breakfast with international speaker and Director 
of Walk21 conference, Dr Rodney Tolley (USA). The 
event launched a call for state government to develop 
and fund a state-wide walking strategy to increase 
the number of people walking in both metro and 
regional areas.

Walking SA also signed the Walk21 International 
Charter for Walking to show our commitment to 
Walking in SA (see photo above).

Advocating for Vehicles and Pedestrians to Coexist

Bill Gehling has provided advice to Department of 
Planning, Transport and Infrastructure’s (DPTI) Main 
South Road duplication project, emphasising that the 
duplication should be designed in such a way that 
allows vehicles and pedestrians to coexist.

Conferences

Ian Radbone and Bill Gehling represented Walking 
SA at the 2019 Australian Walking and Cycling 
Conference in October with oral presentations.

	 		Ian: managing traffic lights in the CBD

	 		Bill: Measuring walking 

Submissions and Letters

Walking SA responded to a state government 
discussion paper which outlines a plan for our state’s 
population growth over the next 20 years. The paper 
by a newly formed independent body Infrastructure 
SA looked at a range of economic and social 
infrastructure options.

Walking SA calls for walking to be considered as a 
fundamental form of transport and (foot) traffic and 
that walking infrastructure is planned and funded 
accordingly. Walkability will be key to the liveability of 
our State into the future.

Tuesday Udell and  
Ian Radbone 
Walking for Transport Committee

Walking for Transport Committee

The Walking for Transport Committee consists of:

		Tuesday Udell

		Ian Radbone

		Melissa Bailey

		Bill Gehling

		Greg Boundy

The Walking for Transport sub-committee 
broadens the scope of Walking SA and raises the 
profile of walking to destinations, walking in urban 
environments, walking to public transport stops, 
walking to school and walking to work. 

The committee has undertaken a range of activities 
using our position statements, and a focus on 
reducing speeds in the CBD. 

Some of the areas we have advocated for in 2018/19 
include the following.

Pedestrian Safety

Walking SA has continued to press the City of Adelaide 
council for for safer pedestrian conditions at the 
western end of North Terrace. Walking SA has written 
to the Lord Mayor about these issues.

The Green Man

The City of Adelaide council 
held a workshop on 
pedestrians and safety at 
signalised crossings which the 
committee members attended.  
The purpose of the workshop 
was to progress the idea of 
guidelines for those setting 
signal phasing. Bill Gehling 
provided a background paper 
for the meeting on Pedestrian 
Safety Technology options.

Speed Limits

Ian Radbone’s project work of pedestrian crashes 
mapping (refer to http://bit.ly/ped-crashes) was picked 
up by Indaily newspaper, Channel 7, 9 and 10 news 
and several radio stations.

Walking SA calls for slower speeds in busy 
pedestrian areas such as the CBD in order to create 
safer environments for those on foot. Refer to 
http://bit.ly/city40k

Walking SA representatives were invited to attend a 
Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure 
(DPTI) communities of practice workshop to develop a 
state Speed Management Strategy.

Rodney Tolley (middle) with Walking SA Executive Officer, Greg 
Boundy, and Walking SA Chair Tuesday Udell, having signed the 
Walk21 International Charter for Walking

Walking SA calls for walking to 
be considered as a fundamental 

form of transport and (foot) 
traffic and that walking 

infrastructure is planned and 
funded accordingly. Walkability 

will be key to the liveability of our 
State into the future.
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Find and follow us:

walkingsa.org.au

walkingsa.org.au/subscribe

@WalkingSA

@WalkingSA_au #walkingsa

@Walking_SA

View award winners at 
walkingsa.org.au/awards
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Annual Walking Awards

Now in its fourth year, a wide range of individuals and organisations have been rightly 
recognised for their contributions to the development of a strong and robust walking 
environment and engagement within the walking community of South Australia.

The criteria for these awards are based upon:-

		Enhanced the development of walking in South 
Australia and/or

		Significantly furthered the objectives of Walking SA 
and/or

		Developed/supported the implementation of a 
significant walking project/activity and/or

		Added value to the wider community of South 
Australia

Congratulations to all the past awards recipients 
and those awarded at the Walking SA 2019 Walking 
Awards event.

Website & Social Media

Our reach and engagement through our website, social media and email channels has 
has continuted to increase, helping us to see more people walk more often.

Find a Place to Walk directory

We’ve been expanding our entries in the Find a 
Place to Walk directory. These walks and trail entries 
inspire people to walk by promoting the many walking 
destinations in South Australia, and provide the tools 
and links to choose and walk the trail.

During 2018/19 year 59 new walks were added. The 
directory now comprises of 625 walks and trails, made 
up of:

		356 bushwalks (+34)

		122 city, town and suburb walks (+21)

		159 historical walks (+7)

Engagement

Our levels of engagement have been steadily 
increasing over the past four years.

		Website traffic has continued to grow year-on-year, 
with more visitors looking at more pages

		Our engagement levels through social media 
continue to increase - both in terms of the number 
of followers and also the reach of individual posts. 

		Our emailing list has grown organically by 30%. 
We now have 4,887 subscribers - up  
from 3,740 subscribers 12 months ago.

Recognition for contributions to 
the development of a strong and 
robust walking environment and 
engagement within the walking 
community of South Australia
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Hiking Expo, April 2019, Belair 
Opening of the Bushwalking Season

The successful Hiking Expo event was on April 14 2019 in Belair National Park. 

Between 1,500 and 2,000 people discovered new 
places to hike, what to wear and who to go with the 
32 exhibitors. This included walking clubs, adventure 
tourism operators, outdoor gear retailers, trail 
destinations and tour operators.

We showed 400 people some of the best hiking and 
walking trails in Belair National Park.

Special thanks goes to:

		our event sponsor Let’s Go Caravan and 
Camping SA, and

		the Office for Recreation, Sport and Racing 
for the More People Walking More Often grant for 
Walktober in October 2018 and the Hiking Expo in 
April 2019, and

		John Schutz, CEO of the Department for 
Environment and Water, for officially opening the 
Bushwalking Season and launching the Heysen 
Highlights book

		our event partners and guided walk hosts:

	 		Friends of the Heysen Trail,

	 		Heart Foundation Walking,

	 		ARPA Bushwalkers,

		and other valued guided walk hosts:

	 		Friends of Belair National Park and

	 		Four Seasons Walking Group

		and to:

	 		Rock About for providing a free rock-climbing 
wall, staffed by climbing instructors from 
Venture Corporate Recharge

	 		the many volunteers who helped with car 
park marshalling to improve expo visitor’s 
experience

	 		the volunteers and staff who showcased 
walking opportunities

Event PartnersPlatinum SponsorPresented by Event PartnersPlatinum SponsorPresented by

Save the Date
The next Hiking Expo will be on: 
Sunday 26 April 2020 
in Belair National Park

Save the date

Event PartnersPlatinum SponsorPresented by Event PartnersPlatinum SponsorPresented by

Over 1,500 people discovered 
new places to hike, what to 
wear and who to go with.
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Walktober

Walktober continues to be a focus of Walking SA in promoting walking for health, leisure 
and transport. The Walktober 2018 initiative was funded from the Office for Recreation, 
Sport and Racing as part of the More People Walking More Often grant, which was a 
bundled grant for both the Walktober 2018 and Hiking Expo 2019 initiatives. 

Walktober is a significant opportunity for Walking SA’s members to promote walking in their club or organisation as 
well as to reach out to the walking community at large to promote our vision of more people walking more often.

Our Walktober promotions are conducted via social media including Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, email and our 
website. The 2018 promotion covered four key aspects:

1  Trails Less Travelled

Our major event for Walktober was on Sunday 14th 
October 2018. It is a series of 15 guided hikes up to 
Mt Lofty, each hosted by one of our member clubs. 
This helped to promote walking clubs and that there 
are trails beyond the ever popular Waterfall Gully to 
Mt Lofty walking trail.

“Most Adelaidians are familiar with the Waterfall 
Gully track to Mt Lofty Summit but did you know 
there are at least 10 other routes that can get 
you to the top? Come and join one of the hosted 
walks and discover some of the lesser known 
trails exploring Cleland Conservation Park and 
the trails beyond.

There were walk options to suit everybody. If 
you’re after a serious climb along forest trails 
to get your heart pumping, a gentle ramble to 
take in the scenery or something in between 
then we have a walk for you. Once you’re at the 
top, you can refresh yourself at the Summit Cafe 
and stroll among the stall holders in the summit 
courtyard. So whether it’s a new route or an 
old favourite, register for one of the Trails Less 
Travelled and we’ll see you at the summit!”

2  Exploring Trails

We promoted walking trails and routes through our 
Find a Place to Walk directory which now has over 
600 walks listed, including bushwalks, walks around 
suburbs and towns, and historical walks.

3  Social Engagement

Throughout October we encouraged people to share 
their “view from my walk” photo via social media using 
the hashtag #walktoberSA, with weekly prizes.

The campaign was a great way to engage with people 
in whatever walking they’re doing and for them to 
promote walking to their friends.

In the current 2019 Walktober 2019, we’ve expanded 
the competition to include a walk to school competition 
using the #way2go hashtag, Way2Go being an 
initative of Department of Planning, Transport 
and Infrastructure (DPTI).

4  Find an Event

We promoted walk events so people can find events 
near them to join. Walk events throughout SA were 
listed on our event calendar for October. The calendar 
includes regular walks from our member clubs as well 
as other walking events from councils, health bodies 
and festivals.
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Adelaide 100 Making Significant Progress

Conceptually the Adelaide100 was always relatively 
easy, a long distance loop walking trail taking in the 
coast, the hills and the waterways in between, and all 
on existing walking thoroughfares. We, Walking SA, 
even had early instant success with the Adelaide Hills 
Council backing us to sign the 1.6 km Monument 
Road at Norton Summit. We even know now that 
Monument Road was a great idea. The previously 
unutilised road reserve now has a well defined piece 
of foot track through the scrub section showing that it 
is well used. But the remaining 100 plus kilometres is 
a long way to go.

Executive Officer Greg Boundy and I broke through 
with encouraging meetings with Minister David 
Spiers and the Department for Environment and 
Water. Board Member Rod Quintrell and I are making 
significant ground with Local Government authorities. 
We have presented submissions to several authorities 
managing land through which the Adelaide100 will go. 
We had immediate approval from some and are in 
negotiation with others.

We are down to the nitty gritty. Discussions include 
exact route location, numbers and positioning 
of waymarkers, interpretive signage, funding, 
construction and maintenance into the future.

The route and existing facilities were tested by a 
Walking SA group some time ago. But continual follow-
up testing is happening because of the awareness of 
the project in the walking community. Walking clubs 
and meet-up groups e.g. WEA Ramblers, Adelaide 
Walkers and Joggers and the Friends of the Heysen 
Trail, have included in their regular programs a walk 
on the proposed route of the Adelaide100. From time 

to time I get expressions of interest and share the 
electronic route files. The feedback is good.

So here’s to more news before too long.

Jim McLean 
Board Member and Adelaide 100 Trail Designer 
and Developer

Terry Lavender Churchill Fellowship

I wish to thank Walking SA and the many members 
within the Walking SA community here in South 
Australia for your financial investment towards the 
Terry Lavender Churchill Fellowship. Furthermore, 
I’m incredibly grateful for your support and 
encouragement as I sought out the opportunity to 
represent you and honour Terry’s legacy in travelling 
to New Zealand, Canada, The United States, the 
United Kingdom and Switzerland throughout June, July 
and August this year.

At the time of writing, I have only just returned home 
following a once in a lifetime adventure and am only 
just starting the process of unpacking everything 
I have learnt and experienced before attempting 
to communicate this in my Fellowship Report. I’m 
incredibly excited to complete this, so that I can 
share my experience with you all and do hope it does 
all the support I have received and the adventure I 
had justice.

I started my Churchill Fellowship adventure to explore 
opportunities for trail destinations to attract and grow 
world class ‘shared-use’ interests. 

Shared-Use trails was initially very one dimensional 
to me. It was a practical challenge: how do we 
get multiple users to share a trail and still enjoy 
themselves. It was about activating outdoor spaces 
and engaging all users in them.

But the concept of shared-use has since expanded 
far beyond my initial understanding. Shared-use is 
much more than just a practical demonstration, it’s 
also about sharing in community, sharing around 
responsibility, sharing mutual respect, sharing the 

ownership, sharing our 
knowledge and skills 
and most importantly, 
sharing the experience.

Experience has become 
such a empowering 
word for me as I made 
my way around the 
world. Fundamentally, 
this is why we all head 
outdoors... to seek a range of enjoyable, sustainable, 
adrenalin-filled, educational, developmental and/or 
conservational experiences.

What I loved most was hearing the stories of how 
these experiences have changed individual lives, as 
well as communities, schools, workplaces and towns.

Experiences have provided much more than physical 
growth. There’s been numerous examples of social 
change, mental health healing, communal integration 
and increases in participation. What I have valued 
most however, is how these shared experiences 
bring all people from across generations with diverse 
backgrounds together.

If you’re interested in learning more about my 
experience, research, and insights from undertaking 
the Terry Lavender Churchill Fellowship, I would love 
the chance to share this with you, your organisation 
or club.

Ben Trewren

Shared-use trails are much more than just a practical 
demonstration, it’s also about sharing in community, 

sharing around responsibility, sharing mutual respect, 
sharing the ownership, sharing our knowledge and 
skills and most importantly, sharing the experience.
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Profit & Loss
Walking SA Inc 
1 July 2018 to 30 June 2019

Income 30 Jun 2019
Donations 2,938
Government Grants - Walktober/Hiking Expo 30,000
Government Sustainability Grant 25,000
Hiking Expo 3,385
Interest Income 265
Members Insurance - Personal Accidents 2,527
Members Insurance - Public Liability 2,831
Sponsorship 2,500
Subscriptions Clubs 8,951
Subscriptions Individuals 2,870
Subscriptions Local Govts 200
Subscriptions Organisations 2,300
Walktober 2018 Income 2,455
Total Income 86,222

Gross Profit 86,222
 
Less Operating Expenses 

Adelaide 100 project 946
All Office Expenses 680
Bank Fees 358
Bookkeeping Costs 400
Bushwalking Australia fees 950
Events Costs 423
Insurance - Office 184
Marketing & Promotions Costs 1,452
Meeting costs 350
Member's Insurance - Personal Accident 2,032
Member's Insurance - Public Liability 2,381
Rent Rates & Utilities 4,627
Subscription 563
Superannuation 2,970
Telephone & Internet 796
Wages and Salaries 31,841
Walking Expo costs 9,357
Walktober Project Expenses 23,586
Web Costs 4,608
Total Operating Expenses 88,501

Net Profit (2,279)

Balance Sheet
Walking SA Inc 
As at 30 June 2019

Assets 
Bank 30 Jun 2019

WSA Cheque Account 2,718
WSA Savings Account 41,526

Total Bank 44,244
 
Current Assets 

 

Accounts Receivable 225
Total Current Assets 225

 
Non-current Assets 

 

Bond Money 417
Total Non-current Assets 417

Total Assets 44,886

 
Liabilities 

Current Liabilities 
Accounts Payable 2,552
Employee entitlement - annual leave 539
GST 3,916
PAYG Withholdings Payable 884
Superannuation Payable 689
Unspent donations - Adelaide 100 500
Total Current Liabilities 9,079

Total Liabilities 9,079

Net Assets 35,806

 
Equity 

Current Year Earnings (2,279)
Members Funds 38,086

Total Equity 35,806
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Auditors Report Auditors Report (cont)
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Annual Resolution of the Walking SA Inc. Board 
(Ref The Act, Part 4, Div 2, Sect 35 & 36) 

 

The Board agrees that:‐ 

 the accounts present fairly the results of the operations of walking SA Inc. for the 2019 financial year and 
the state of affairs of Walking SA Inc. at the end of the financial year – and 
 

 the Board has reasonable grounds to believe that walking SA will be able to pay its debts as and when they 
fall due. 

The Board notes  that Mr.  Jeremy Carter  (of  a  business  in which Mr.  Carter  has  a  substantial  interest)  received 
payments form Walking SA Inc. during the year which were made under a contract for website development and 
marketing. No other Board member received any benefit other than reimbursement for out‐of‐pocket expenses in 
carrying out their duties. 

The Board requires that a statement to this effect, signed by the Chairperson and the Treasurer, be added to the 
annual accounts. 

 

 

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐        ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 

Tuesday Udell, Chairperson          Date 

 

 

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐        ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 

Ian Budenberg, Treasurer            Date 
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